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The MW has a motion of 323 
km/s w.r.t. 1800 galaxies 
with measured distances 

within 3000 km/s 
green/yellow Vpec~0 
red Vpec > +100 
blue Vpec < -100�

Most important 
result from 
Cosmicflows-1 �
�
BT, Shaya, Karachentsev, Courtois, 
Kocevski, Rizzi, Peel [2008, ApJ, 
676, 184]�



the local volume 

1.  tiny peculiar velocities within Local Sheet �
2.  discontinuity in peculiar velocities passing to adjacent structures�
3.  185 km/s motion toward Virgo Cluster�
4.  260 km/s motion away from Local Void�



Numerical Action Methods�
Ed Shaya, Jim Peebles, Stephen Phelps 

Flow out of Local Void�
Toward Virgo �

Ωm = 0.2 �

1995�



Cosmic Flows Program �
 

•  Measure distances d�
•  Peculiar velocities: Vpec = Vobs - H0d�
•  Infer 3D velocities and density field�
•  Project to initial conditions�
•  Simulate evolution to present conditions 

Gottloeber, Hoffman, Klypin, Yepes (CLUES collaboration)�
Sorce, Kitaura 



Contributions to Cosmicflows-2 
 297 TRGB: Tip of the Red Giant Branch�
 133 TRGB Literature�
  31  RR Lyr, Horiz Br, Eclip Bin, Maser�
  60 Cepheid Period-Luminosity�
 382 SBF: Surface Brightness Fluctuation �
 306 SNIa: Type Ia Supernova�
1508 FP: Fundamental Plane�
5998 TF: Luminosity-Linewidth �
�
8315 distance measures within 30,000 km/s�

1209 �

Cosmicflows-1: 1797 distances within 3300 km/s �
(catalog in EDD)   Tully et al. 2008, ApJ, 676, 184 �

BT, Courtois, Dolphin, Fisher, Heraudeau, Jacobs, Karachentsev, Makarov, Makarova, Mitronova, Rizzi, Shaya, Sorce, Wu �
Submitted to AJ last Friday�



Components of the Program 

1.  Extragalactic Distance Database�

2.  Tip of the Red Giant Branch distances�

3.  Luminosity-Linewidth (TF) distances�
      - HI profiles �
      - photometry �
�
4.  Cosmicflows-2 distance compilation �

5.  Modeling  



Extragalactic Distance 
Database�

http://edd.ifa.hawaii.edu 

Luca Rizzi, Ed Shaya, Helene Courtois, Brad Jacobs, Dmitry Makarov, Matt Zagursky  



Extragalactic Distance 
Database 

Cosmicflows-1�

Cosmicflows-2 now available! �



CMDs/TRGB Catalog 
CMDs/TRGB Catalog�



CMDs/TRGB Catalog 
CMDs/TRGB Catalog�



Select PGC 1038 



HST c19 SNAP Program 

Added 46 new CMD; 
now 340 available �

HST c21 SNAP Program �
�
already added ~15 new 
galaxies�



TRGB distances 

Holmberg I �
d = 4.0 Mpc 

UGC 3974 �
d = 8.2 Mpc 

UGC 7356 �
d = 7.3 Mpc�

Jacobs, Dolphin, Makarov, Rizzi, Wu 



IR TRGB distances 

optical infrared� infrared�
Maffei 1 

IC 342 

Wu, Dolphin, Rizzi 



Absolute calibration 

Pop I: �
HST Key Project Cepheid PLR and follow up �
LMC distance modulus 18.48 (IR Cepheid + Eclipsing Binary)�
�
Pop II: �
TRGB tied to RR Lyr, Horizontal Branch distances �
to dSph companions of our Galaxy�
�
Pop I and Pop II scales agree to within 0.01 mag �
�
Cepheid, TRGB, and Maser distances to NGC 4258 agree�



SBF: Surface Brightness Fluctuation 

Cosmicflows-2�
Ground-based: ~300 distances within ~40 Mpc (Tonry et al. 2001) �
HST: Virgo (Mei et al. 2007); Fornax (Blakeslee et al. 2009)�
�
Cosmicflows-3??�
HST IR: => 100 Mpc�



Extragalactic Distance 
Database 

Luminosity-Linewidth (TF)�

Courtois, Fisher, Koribalski, Makarov, Mitronova, Heraudeau, Sorce, Neill, Seibert, Jarrett �
HI optical    Spitzer         WISE 



All Digital HI Catalog 
All Digital HI catalog �

14,219 rows! 

Arecibo, GBT, Parkes, Nancay, Effelsberg, NRAO 300’, 140’�
                               -- new observations and archival�



All Digital HI Catalog 
All Digital HI catalog �



Select PGC 
70 



Extragalactic Distance 
Database 



Spitzer 3.6µm Photometry Spitzer 3.6µm Photometry 



Spitzer 3.6µm Photometry Spitzer 3.6µm Photometry 



Select PGC 9332 



CF2:  
I & [3.6] band 
Luminosity - 
HI Linewidth 
Calibration 

Tully & Courtois 2012, ApJ, 749: 78 (I band) �

Sorce et al. 2013, ApJ, 765: 94 (Spitzer mid-IR)�

3.6µm �

0.8µm 

Cosmicflows-3?? Neill et al. (WISE mid-IR) 



Luminosity-Linewidth Summary 

~2000 in common CF2 and SFI++ 
~2000 CF2 only 
~2000 SFI++ only 
--------- 
~6000 total 
 
 
CF2:    our analysis 
SFI++: Springob et al. 2007 



Fundamental Plane (FP) 

EFAR: Colless et al. (2001)�
SMAC: Hudson et al. (2001)�
ENEARc: Bernardi et al. (2002) 

11 
19 28 clusters 

 1508 galaxies in 133 clusters 



Type Ia Supernovae (SNIa) 

Backbone (all z)�
  Amanullah et al. 2010 (UNION2)�
�
Supplements (z < 0.1)�
  Prieto et al. 2006 �
  Jha et al. 2007 �
  Hicken et al. 2009 �
  Folatelli et al. 2010 �
�
306 SNIa distances z < 0.1 �



CF2: SNIa Calibration 
and H0 

combine 3 FP sources �

combine 2 TF and 3 FP with 
I-band CF2 zero point�

Cepheid, SBF, TF, FP 
set SNIa scale with 
I-band CF2 zero point�



CF2: SNIa calibration and H0 
(continued) 

UNION2 SNIa sample shifted to 
[3.6]-band CF2 zero point.  Fit 
over interval 0.03 < z < 0.5 �
�
H0 = 75.2 +-3.0 km/s/Mpc�

Courtois & Tully 2012, ApJ, 749, 174�
Sorce, Tully, Courtois 2012, ApJL, 758, L12 �

�
I -> [3.6] lowers H0 2% �
LMC revision raises H0 1% �



CF2: SNIa calibration and H0 
(continued) 

UNION2 SNIa sample shifted to 
[3.6]-band CF2 zero point.  Fit 
over interval 0.03 < z < 0.5 �
�
H0 = 75.2 +-3.0 km/s/Mpc�

Courtois & Tully 2012, ApJ, 749, 174�
Sorce, Tully, Courtois 2012, ApJL, 758, L12 �

�
I -> [3.6] lowers H0 2% �
LMC revision raises H0 1% �



Cosmicflows-2 Ensemble 

534 groups + 4691 individuals = 5225 entities 



Cosmicflows-1 => Cosmicflows-2 

  2008                            2013 

CF1: 1800 galaxies�
V < 3,000 km/s�

CF2: 8000 galaxies�
V < 30,000 km/s�



Peculiar Velocities 
Vpec = Vobs - H0d�
H0 = 74.4 km/s/Mpc 

green: groups�
black: singles 



Bias 
Malmquist selection bias (Teerikorpi, Sandage)�
- 2 galaxies at the same distance: the brighter one selected in preference 
to the fainter�
Solution: take the regression with errors normal to luminosity (“inverse 
TF”)�
�
Malmquist distribution bias (Lynden-Bell, Willick)�
- Homogeneous case: more galaxies arrive at a given observed distance 
by being scattered inward by errors than scattered outward -> more +ve 
Vpec then -ve at given observed distance�
- Inhomogeneous case: galaxies scatter in distance away from high 
density regions toward low densities -> spurious flows toward high 
density regions�
Solution: analyze peculiar velocities at observed redshifts, not at 
observed distances �
�
Distance error bias �
- errors are symmetric in distance modulus (ie, the log of distance), 
hence not symmetric in distance -> -ve Vpec systematically larger 
amplitude than +ve Vpec�
�



Peculiar Velocities & Models�
1. Numerical Action reconstruction of orbits in 

high density non-linear regimes 
Peebles & Tully 2013, ApJ, 778, 137 �
Shaya & Tully 2013, MNRAS, 436, 2096 

The origin of planes of satellites in the Local Group from evacuation of Local Void  



Evacuation of Local Void & Virgo Infall 
SGY 

SGZ 

SGX 

Local Sheet descending faster 
than galaxies below plane�

Galaxies evacuating Local Void 
descending faster than Local Sheet �

Virgo 

Virgo infall 

Virgo �

Virgo mass�
8x1014 M⁄�

Karachentsev, BT, et al. 2014, ApJ, 782, 4 



Flows on Large Scales 
Shapley�

Perseus-Pisces 

GA 

peculiar velocities along dashed trajectory 

backside infall into Great Attractor? 



 
Wiener Filter reconstructions of 
3D velocity fields and density 
maps. Results from 
cosmicflows-1 
 
Courtois, Pomarede, Hoffman 
2013, AJ,146, 69 
Expulsion from the Local Void. 

SGZ   

SGY �



Wiener Filter with Constrained Realizations�

•  Estimate Bayesian probability that data fits prior model 
      that structure emerged from initial Gaussian fluctuations. 
 
•  Model assumes ΛCDM WMAP power spectrum.  

•  Wiener filter schematic:  Pk/(Pk+σ2)  where Pk is power spectrum 
and σ is error => data dominates estimator if errors are small but 
filter attenuates to zero if errors dominate. 

•  Constrained realization: sample variation of actual field by drawing 
from Gaussian field consistent with power spectrum => in regions 
dominated by good quality data CR are dominated by data but in 
regions of poor data the realizations reflect random sampling. 

•  CR’s sample the statistical scatter about mean WF field. 
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Properties of peculiar velocities in the linear regime �

•  Scale of non-linearity for velocity field is a few Mpc  
    (10x larger for density field) 
 
•  Coherent tidal flows => information on structure well beyond 

domain of direct observations 

•  Decomposition of divergent (local) and tidal components: 
                                      DivV = -H0 Ω0.55 δ	


•  Local flows about arbitrary centers and with arbitrary radius can 
be studied by setting densities to null field outside selected radius; 
tidal flows are residuals from local flows 

•  V-web: order 3 eigenvalues of shear tensor λ1>λ2>λ3   
         knot:       3 above threshold;  
         filament: 2 above threshold;  
         sheet:     1 above threshold;  
         void:       0 above threshold 
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Preliminary Wiener Filter result from Cosmicflows-2 �



Wiener Filter Reconstructions with Cosmicflows-2 
3D velocities and density map computed from CF2 peculiar velocities 

Shapley    GA      Great Wall 

PP Virgo 
Hoffman, Pomarede, Courtois 



Flow Dissection�



Flow Dissection�



Flow Dissection�

full flow�

local (divergent) flow�



slices 



Watershed Connections�

“Arch”�

Antlia Wall Extension�

Perseus-Pisces�

Laniakea�



WF: Orthogonal Views 



WF: Orthogonal Views 

What is a supercluster?��
Watershed analogy: divides most easily discerned by 
divergences in the flow of water�
�
Our definition of a supercluster: a contiguous region 
of in-flowing velocity streams�



WF: Orthogonal Views 

Red outlines separate region of 
inward flows from outward flows.�
�
This kinematic information provides 
an optimal definition of a 
supercluster 



Laniakea Supercluster 

Laniakea Supercluster�
12,000 km/s diameter   1017 M¤�

lani - sky, heaven 

akea - broad, wide, spacious, immeasurable 



Laniakea�



movie 



movie 


